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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

North Carolina holds an Important place in the United States in the

«».-«ino of Dickie cucumbers and in the production of pickles. In 1963
T

fcafih Carolina ranked second to Michigan in the number of acres planted

pickle cucumbers and ranked second in 1962 and third in 1963 in the

roluí** of cucumbers produced,

A systematic compilation of facts on a crop in which North Carolina

##nk5 second in the United States and has an important processing industry

potential value as a guideline for other researchers studying crops

î^3t are involved with food processing. In addition, an evaluation of

^-srih Carolina as a location for production of pickles and pickle cucumber

iAA provide information that could aid other ptckle companies in making

.‘«citions for locating within North Carolina. An analysis of the location

U<iors of the present pickle cucumber production could be of value In

ixating areas where new or expanded acreage of this crop can be made,

the available acreage of cucumbers in North Carolina was less

the demand of the pickle companies in 1963.^ Efforts to obtain

acreage could be directed towards areas with environmental and

«í'^-opiic characteristics similar to the present growing areas.

Practically all the pickles produced in North Carolina are cucumber
f and the term "pickles" is used in this thesis to refer to

pickles. The word "cucumbers" refers to pickle cucumbers
r

¿IrAlcs Offer Way Out of a Pickle" Agricultural Review (May 11,
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wrf less specifically shown to refer to another type of cucumber.

A. OBJECTIVES

The objectives in making a study of the North Carolina pickle

industry are eu tc provide a csographic descr'otir^n of

thti pickle industry and the production of pickle cucumbers in North

Carolina; second, to determine the factors influencing the location of

the North Carolina pickle industry and pickle cucumber production;

third, to evaluate Norèh Carolina as a location for the pickle Industry

end for pickle cucumber production; and fourth, to determine problems

of the pickle Industry and pickle cucumber production in North Carolina

ond to suggest solutions for these problems.

B. RESEARCH METHODS

Library research, field investigation, and mail questionnaires

were used to compile information for this study.

The Use of the Library in this Study

The library was used mainly to compile published statistical

Information, to acquire technical information on pickling, to obtain

Information on agricultural practices, to gather climatic data, and to

acquire information on cucumber diseases and insect pests.

Iho Use of the Questionnaire to Obtain Information

Questionnaires were mailed to the agricultural agents of each

county in North Carolina to determine areas and trends of pickle cucumber

acreage. Each county agent was asked to estimate the number of acres

of pickle cucumbers in his county in 1963, to specify the trends in the
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ptckle cucumber acreage for the last five or ten year period, and to
c^pleln the causes for the trends. The necessity for asking each county

rtgent In North Carolina for information on the acreage of pickle
Cucumbers is due to the fact that no federal or state agency had these

Cucumber acreage ts 5 goce indicator of ¡.-¡'c-duct:on.

Field Techniques Used in this Study

The principal field technique used in this study consisted of

personal interviews with responsible personnel at each of the pickle

processing plants in North Carolina. The information gathered from these

Interviews was the source of their raaterials, the sÍ2:e of their operations,

the distribution of their products, the evaluation of North Carolina as

a location for the pickle Industry, the specific factors for the location.-,

of the pickle plants in the state, and the present problems of the North

Carolina pickle industry.

C. THE CUCUMBER

Cucumbers belong to the cucurbit family of plants, which also

includes the squashes, watermelons, and musk-melons. Within the

Cucurbitaceae, cucumbers are Identified as Cucumls sativus. They are

most closely related to the West India gherkins and musk-melons.

Cucumbers originated in northern India, where they have been cultivated
for over 3,000 years. The cultivation of the cucumber spread from
India to Europe and later to China, Cucumbers were grown and “much

appreciated" by the Greeks and Romans,^
2

Thomas W. V/hi taker and Glen N. Davis, Curcurbl ts (1962), pp. 2-3.
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Pickle cucumbers are different in several ways from "slicer"

Cucumbers, which are normally sold fresh in retail stores and used in

5.,'5lads. The pickle varieties are shorter than the slicer cucumbers.

Tbü thinner skins on pickle cucumbers permit pickling solutions to

penetrate them more easily than the thicker skinned, but less perishable,
3

•licer cucumbers. The skins of pickle cucumbers have "warts", while

the ski.n of the slicer variety is smooth.. The strength of the carpals

(rrembrancs separating the three elongated seed cavieties) of cucumbers

is Important in pickle varieties because gases form in the seed cavieties

(bring the fermentation process of brining. If the carpals are weak and

ivporate under the pressure of this gas, the cucumber expands and becomes

a "bloater" of greatly reduced economic value.

D. TYPES OF PICKLES AND THE METHODS OF MANUFACTURING THEM

Three genera! types of pickles are distinguished by the manufacturing

methods of processed pickles, fresh-pack pickles, and ganunine dill

pickles. Each of the three basic types includes two or more subtypes.^
Hethods of Manufacturing Processed Pickles

Processed pickles are made from cucumbers that have cured in

brine. The three general types of processed pickles are sour pickles,
- —

The North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service, Cucumber
Production in North Carol 1na (1954), p. 5.

The primary sources for this section are: W. V. Cruess, Commercj_aj_
Food and Vegetable Products (1958), Chapter 22; The Naticnol Pickle
Packers Association, The Pickle (n. d.), pp. 10-13.
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iwKôt pickles, and dill pickles.
Brining Pickle Cucumbers.— Cucusbers that aro brined undergo

fiirn>cntatlon and are saturated with the salt water solution. Cucumbers

gre brJned in wooden vats or tanks, which are generally eight to fourteen

feet in diameter and to eight feet In depth. Wooden heads, fitted

Into the tanks and held down by crosspieces four Inches square, hold

tho cucumbers down In the brine.

Bacteria and fungi carried naturally by the cucum[)ers cause the

fermentation of the cucumber sugars. The brine slows the fermentation,

end, thus, prevents spoilage of the cucumbers. The lactic acid bacteria

are the principal and most desired organisms active In the fermentation

of cucumbers. They are more active than th© spoftegs bacterio Id saline

solutions. The lactic acid produced by the lactic acid bacteria is

important In controlling the activity of spoilage organisms. Brining

tanks In North Carolina are outdoors, and the sunlight prevents the

development of a lactic acid-destroying, yeast-1 Ike film that grow

on Indoor tanks.

The brining of cucumbers begins with the brine between 35 and kO

degrees salometer.5 The strength of the brine is raised about four

degrees salometer per week. If the cucumbers are fermenting too rapidly,

the brine Is strengthened more rapidly. The rate of increase of the

strength of the brine Is faster In warmer climates or warmer weather

than In cooler ones because fermentation is more vigorous In warmer

temperatures.

The salometer Is a hydrometer used to test the strength of brine,
four degrees salometer equal approximately one percent salt in a water
solution.
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Tho brine is strengthened until 60 degrees salometer is attained,

f^rrrrsentation has usually ceased before the brine has reached that

vtrcngth. The cucumbers are thoroughly cured about 90 days after they

flrc put In the brine. The cured cucumbers can be kept almost indefinitely

4; Ù0 degrees sal. but pickle processors generally consider five

years to be the maximum length of time that cucumbers should be kept in

brina. Host cucumbers are kept in brine for less than one year.

Cucumbers in brine are referred to as "brine stock" or "salt stock".

\Vhen the brine stock is to be manufactured Into finished pickles,

brined cucumbers are renx^ved from the tanks and sorted into finer size

divisions. Most of the salt is removed from the brine stock by repeated

soaking In hot and cold water. Soda alum and tumeric are usually added

to the last rinse water to make the cucumbers more firm and to give them

a uniform color. After this processing the treatment of the cucumbers

varies according to the type of pickles to be made.

Sour Pickles.— Tlio cucumbers that are made Into sour pickles are

soaked in vinegar of about 40 or 50 grains (four or five percent acetic

acid) for a few days. They are usually then packed in 30 to 50 grain

vinegar. The final vinegar should be at least 25 grains in strength to

insure against spoilage. Spices are often added to the final vinegar.

Marketed sour pickles can be whole sour pickles or one of several

variations. Mixed sour pickles are sour pickles cut into small pieces

and mixed with pieces of otiier sour pickled vegetables, such as

cauliflower, onions, and peppers. Chov/-chow Is cut sour pickles or mixed

sour pickles with mustard and other spices added. Sour relishes are

fwde with finely chopped pickles with or without other flhely chopped
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pickled vegetables combined with it.
<;wGet Pickles.— The manufacture of sweet pickles begins with the

treatment used to make sour pickles. The pickles are then soaked

In spiced vinegar to which sugar is added gradually. The sugar must

aOGCa gi CU-S 1 1 ; i-v-- I.:-. ^ TCr^ C iTlDt . -

due to osmotic action caused by the sweet vinegar.

Sweet pickles are sold as whole pickles, crosscuts, and strips

(cucumber quartered lengthwise)'. Sweet dill pickles are sweetened

dill pickles. Sweet mixed pickles are usually cut into pieces and mixed

Kith other sweet pickled vegetables, such as cauliflower and onions.

Sweet relishes are finely chopped sweet pickles, which are usually mixed

with other finely chopped pickled vegetables.

Processed Dill Pickles.-- Processed dill pickles are made by soaking

processed pickles in a brine and vinegar solution to which dill

plant and dill spices have been added. They are sold as whole pickles,

crosscuts, and strips. Processed dill pickles are finely ground to

make dill relish.

Methods of Manufacture of Fresh-Pack Pickles

Fresh-pack pickles are made from fresh cucumbers rather than

from brine stock. After being sorted by size the cucumbers are washed

with jets of water in an inclined revolving drum. Sometimes they are

washed and bleached at the same time by Jets of stream in an Inclined

revolving drum through which they pass. The cucumbers are then packed

jars or cans with appropriate spices and syrup. After being closed
the containers usually pass through a continuous pasteurizer on a
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ccflveycr belt. In the pasteurizer the cucumbers are heated by jets of

»3tcr, VNhlch become progressively warmer and then progressively cooler

bufore the containers of pickles go out. In an older method the con-

tsiners ore placed in a tank that Is filled with water. The vjater is

nooicü to pasi-tiui !the cucurribers,- coded; and drained off.

The two basic types of fresh-pack pickles are sweets and dills.

The sweet fresh-pack pickles that are made with cucumbers sliced

crosswise are the "bread and butter" style pickles. The same pickle

Is also made with the cucumbers quartered lengthwise. The cucumbers

are cooked in the pasteurization process in a syrup of spiced and

slightly sweetened vinegar. Fresh-pack dill pickles are usually

made with whole cucumbers. Dill flavored syrup and dill and other

spices are put in the containers with the green cucumbers. Kosher and

"Polish" pickles are types of fresh-pack dill pickles. Sweet vegetable

relish is a third type of fresh-pack pickle. It is made with fresh

cucumbers and other fresh vegetables, such as cabbage, red peppers, and

green tomatoes.

Method of Manufacture of Genuine Dill Pickles

Genuine dill pickles are made by the fermentation process. The

fresh cucumbers are put in barrels with dill weed, dill spices, and

brine of about ten percent salt. Some vinegar is often added to help

prevent spoilage. The cucumbers ferment and are ready to be eaten in

about six weeks. Some genuine dills have been made in large tanks in

recent years.

Few genuine dill pickles are made commercially in North Carolina
because the temperatures of the eastern part of the state promote • ■
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l.'îge. Genuine dills are susceptible to spoilage at temperatures
80 degrees Farenheit.

Overnight dills are prepared like genuine dills, but the fermentation

H stopped after one or two days by putting the cucumbers under refrig-
Ov/fsrnînhf- dill'; iwjst bfi kpnt ¡n rnlH ci-nr^no rlMr|r>r>

,*^rrvr months to prevent sp6ilage.

E. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NORTH CAROLINA PICKLE INDUSTRY

Commercial pickle production In North Carolina developed rapidly

during the I920s and again in the i950s. Several pickle factories

t-tgan production in the state in the I920s, The rapid expansion during

tno 199OS was largely a result of the relocation of two northern pickle

factories in North Carolina.

factors Influencing the Growth of the Industry

The growth of the pickle industry can be attributed to factors

Influencing the growth of the industry in the United States as a

and to special factors favorable to the growth of the North

Carolina segment of the Industry.

An expanding market is the basic reason for growth of the United

Sistes pickle industry. The expanding market is based on the rapid

growth of the population and the rising pickle consumption per capita
in the United States, which had risen between 1921 and 1961 from one and

t**o-tenths pounds to four and one-tenth pounds per year.^
The factors influencing the increased importance of North Carolina

“

United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics
'•563), p. 305.
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,, '• ísrl of the United States pickle industry are the location factors
-< North Carolina pickle industry and pickle cucumber production,

are discussed in Chapter 11 and IM. The basic factors that are

«-i-jrable to the increased importance of North Carolina as a pickle

•/..itry staLu ore ehe aJvaittagc-cus r.oturol and economic conditions of

North Carolina for growing pickle cucumbers and the proximity

‘ the state to the large population of the northeastern United States,

r <klu Processing in North Carolina

Thcie is indication of only small commercial pickle processing in

».fth Carolina prior to 1920. The H. J. Heinz food company is said

;.i have had a brinery in Robeson County prior to the turn of the century

• in the decade between 1900 and 1910. Charles F. Cates produced

. ckles commercially on an Alamance County farm from 1898 until the - .

ei-ration was relocated to Faison, North Carolina in 1929,

The modern development of the North Carolina pickle industry

about 1925. Two of the state's five packing companies were

*^'.¿hded in the i920s. The Mount Olive Pickle Company began operations

Mount Olive in 1926, while tha Charles F. Cates and Sons company

founded at Faison in 1929. The J. Weller Company of Wilmington and

Msgnolia Products Company of Kinston also began producing pickles
«h the 1920s. These two companies were bought by the JohnsorjoEarj-Myers

v.i"pony, a Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania wholesale grocery company, which

tjen pickle production in New Bern about 1928. The Johnson-Ear!-Myers

«'pony became the Orringer Pickle Company in the 1930s and continued

■^«rations until 1962.
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The Rose Hill Pickle Company began production at Rose Hill in the

late 1930s and continued until the early lS50s. The Almar Pickle Company

of AhoGkle started in 19^5 and is operating there at present along with

two subsidiary firms. The Wallace Pickle Company of Wallace was founded

about 19^^6 and stopped production about 1959. Its operations were

resumed in 1962 but are limited to brining and sales of fresh cucumbers.

The Wanoco Canning Company of V'/adesboro produced pickles from 195^+ to

1956.

The most outstanding factor in the rapid expansion of the North

Carolina pickle industry during the 1950s was the relocation in the

state of two northern pickle factories. The Lutz and Schramm pickle

company of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania moved Its production operations

to Ayden between 1952 and 1958. Only fresh-pack pickles were produced

at Ayden in 1352, but after 1958 Lutz and Schramm manufactured pickles

only at Ayden. The Perfect Packed Products Company relocated its

factory in Henderson from Long Island City, Mew York in 1359.

The Addis Cates Company of Faison was founded in 1964 and operates

a brinery at Parkton. The operations of this company are limited to

brining and sales of fresh cucumbers.

Five North Carolina factories are producing finished pickles

in 1964, These are the factories of the Almar Pickle Company and two

subsidiary firms at Ahoskle, Lutz and Schramm at Ayden, Charles F. Cates

and Sons at Faison, the Perfect Packed Products Company at Henderson,

and the Mount Olive Pickle Company at Mount Olive. The Wallace Pickle

Company of V/allace and the Addis Cates Company of Faison specialize in
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sales of fresh cucumbers and operate brineries at Wallace and Parkton,

The estimated production of the North Carolina pickle factories

based on their consumption of cucumbers, has Increased between 1930

and 1963 from the equivalent of 176,000 to 3,200,000 cases of 24 number

303 cans. The state's estimated pickle production accounted for 1 percent

of the United States total in 1330 and 8 percent in 1963.

Pickle Cucumber Production in North Carolina

Pickle cucumi^ers are the primary raw material of the pickle

Industry. Pickle cucumber production was stimulated in North Carolina

by the founding of the several pickle factories In the state during the

1920s. Eastern North Carolina proved capable of growing large acreages

of pickle cucumbers, and for this principal reason two northern pickle

factories relocated in North Carolina in the 1950s and one in 1945. Many

northern pickle manufacturers are buying cucumbers in North Carolina.

This increased market for North Carolina pickle cucumbers has stimulated

the increase in the production of this crop.

The acreage of pickle cucumbers in North Carolina has increased

from 500 acres in 1929 to 20,400 acres In 1963 (Figure l). The annual

production in the same period increased from 75,000 bushels to 2,041,667

bushels. The North Carolina acreage of pickle cucumbers accounted for

18 percent of the United States total In 1963, and the state's production

totaled 10 percent of the United States production.

The acreage and production of pickle cucumbers in North Carolina

are increasing rapidly (Figure 4). The 1963 acreage in the state was 40

per.centabove the I960 acreage, while the United States increase in the
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. period was 17 per cent. Michigan's increase was 13 per cent, and

I*.,, Wisconsin increase was 3 per cent. (Michigan and V/isconsin had the

i-, til end second largest prodtictiofS of cucumbers in 1S63). The relative

¡ti as absolute increase of North Carolina pickle cucumber acreage

a longer period is shown by the figurer, ■-r.-r-.-essÎng L!:u

i 6i acreages as percentages of the 1950-1359 average acreages; North

Csrolina, l47 per cent; Michigar\66 per cent; V’/is^onsin, 75 per cent;

Che United States, 86 per cent. The North Carolina production of

fickle cucumbers has increased greatly but not as much as the acreage in

. i'.parlson to other states. The following figures express the 1963

i ^cumber productions as percentages of the average productions of 1950-

North Carolina, 180 per cent; Michigan, 163 per cent;

Visconsln, 122 per cent; and the United States, 152 per cent.^

The statistics in this section are from the following sources:
>^i c_d States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics
(*.’^1), p, 242; United States Department of Agriculture, Vegetables-

ccssing (1963), pp. 20-1; United States Department of Agriculture,
'JirJcui tural Statistics (1362), p. 271.



CHAPTER II

PICKLE CUCUMBER PRODUCTION IN NORTH CAROLINA

AND ITS LOCATION FACTORS

The North Carolina pickle cucumber producing region has physical

t-yé economic characteristics favorable for the production of this crop,

characteristics are supplemented by a greater market demand for

*3fth Carolina pickle cucumbers than the state currently produces.

A. DISTRIBUTION OF PICKLE CUCUMBER ACREAGE

The pickle cucumber growing region of North Carolina includes most

the coastal plain and parts of the eastern portion of the piedmont,

<»pecially in the north (Figure 2). Several of the easternmost coastal

plein counties are excluded from the region because of poor, droughty,

-i<’ wet soils. The pickle cucumber growing region of North Carolina can

ï-i divided into four general areas with four nuclei of concentrated

H'^oduct i on,

tkft Northern Area of Pickle Cucumber Production

The pickle cucumber production of the northern area centers on

v»rren County on the northeastern piedmont and extends southeastward to

Wilted States Highway 301. Approximately 6,335 acres of pickle cucumbers
1

grown In the northern area in 1963. The estimated acreages of the

i ~ ^ ^ “
Acreage figures are based on estimates by county agricultural
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J, in the northern area In 1363 are as follows: Warren County,
I jv;r*-s; Nash County, 960 acres; Halifax County, 600 acres;

.4, in County, 400 acres; V/akc County, 400 acres; Vance County,
■ ^ rui; Granville County, 60 acres; and northern Edgecombe County,

t. The northern area also extGr.ds northward into southern

* and some of the cucumbers produced in the area in North Carolina

,,, -sfried to an assembiy point at Emporia, Virginia (Appendix C).
:nv- of North Carolina's two largest pickle factories is located in

.1., -, f them area. The factory and brinery of the Perfect Packed

' ' •rts Company are at Henderson In Vance County. A brinery is

Ml »;a!ntd by the Mount Olive Pickle Company at Littleton in Halifax

’,r. These two companies with factories at Henderson and Mount Olive

i<‘ • In the northern area) control most of the cucumber production in

nr them area. The company that manufactures pickles at Faison has

ficrcsgc in the extension of the area into Virginia. Practically

t f the cucumbers produced in the northern area ore manufactured into
* In North Carolina factories.

'
''n Area of Fickle Cucumber Production

County is the center of concentration of the pickle cucumber

of the eastern area. The area extends from the Pitt County
* •* kivtward to include several coastal counties with small acreages,

«• the adjacent coastal counties do not grow pickle cucumbers.
« *t.i(rot.ed acreage of the eastern area in 1363 was 5,235 acres. Over

of the area's acreage is concentrated in Pitt County and the

adjacent to it. The estimated 1363 acreages of the more important
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producing counties of the eastern area are as follows: Pitt County,

2,300 acres; Martin County, 6OO acres; Greene County, 300 acres;

Bertie County, 350 acres; Beaufort County, 300 acres; Perquimans

County, 300 acres; Craven County, 250 acres; southern Edgecombe

County, 225 acres; and Lenoir County, 200 acres. The acreages of the

counties of the eastern area with smaller acreages are estimated to be

as follows: V/ashington County, 75 acres; Chowan County 60 acres; Hyde

County, 57 acres; Pamlico County, 50 acres; Pasquotank County, 50

acres; Jones County, 50 acres; Gates County, 45 acres; 'Bertfard ■ .

County, 10 acres; and Onslow County, 8 acres. .

Two brineries and factories operate within the eastern pickle

cucumber growing area at Ahoskie in Hertford County and Ayden in Pitt

County. The Lutz and Schramin factory at Ayden is mainly responsible

for the concentrated production in the Pitt County area, and the Ahoskie

factory has smaller, scattered acreage in tlie northern part of the eastern

area. However, all the Worth Carolina pickle companies and several out-

of-state companies have cucumber acreage contracted in the eastern area.

Approximately 80 percent of the cucumbers grown in the eastern area

are processed in North Carolina factories.

The Central Area of Pickle Cucumber Production

The pickle cucumber production of the central area is concentrated

in northeastern Sampson County. Approximately 4,855 acres of cucumbers

were grown in the area in 1963. The estimated acreages of the counties

in the area are as follows: Sampson County, 3,000 acres; Harnett County,

600 acres; Cumberland County, 400 acres; Duplin County, 325 acres;



V /ne County, 245 acres; Johnston County, 160 acres; Pender County,

acres; and Moore County, 50 acres.

Three brineries and two pickle factories operate within the central

iron of cucumber production. Consolidated brinery-pickle factory units

xist at Mount. Oîîvc ione of the state's tv.'o largest fArtnries) in

t .uthern Wayne County and at Faison In northeastern Duplin County. A

brinory is operated at Wallace in southern Duplin County by a company

îpcciolizing in sales of fresh cucumbers. The majority of the acreage

in the central area furnishes cucumbers to the factory at Faison, while

large part of the production is processed at the Mount Olive factory.

The Wallace Pickle Company has small acreage in the area. A firm manu-

facturing pickles In Maryland also has a smalj acreage in the central

area. Only a small proportion of the cucumbers produced in the central

area are processed outside of North Carolina.

The Southern Area of Pickle Cucumber Production

The southern cucumber area is centered in western Robeson County.

The pickle cucumber acreage of the southern area in 1963 was an estimated

->.980 acres. The acreages of the counties in the area are estimated to

as follows; Robeson County, 3,000 acres; Balden County, 312 acres;

Brusnwick County, 175 acres; Anson County, 155 acres; Columbus County,

Í35 acres; Scotland County, 100 acres; and Hoke County, 100 acres. The

5»‘Uthern area extends to a slight degree into the adjacent parts of

3'oth Carolina.

A brinery at Parkton In Robeson County is the only processing

'acility In the southern cucumber area. The company that operates the

brinery specializes In sales of fresh cucumbers and has Its principal



.^îsümbly and shipping station at Saint Pauls in Robeson County.

The majority of the cucumber acreage in the southern cucumber

•>rea is controlled by the Addis Cates Company. The Tree Pickle Company,

which manufactures pickles in western Nev/ York, also has important

acreage in the area. Its assembly and shipping station is at Lumberton.

in Robeson County. Other companies with pickle cucumbers contracted in

the southern area are the Perfect Packed Products Company, which

manufactures at Henderson, and the Wallace Pickle Company of Wallace.

Approximately 95 percent of the cucumber production of the ©outhern

area is processed In factories outside of f4orth Carolina. New York is

the principal state processing the cucumbers of the southern area because

of the important acreage of the Tree Pickle Company.

B. PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF PICKLE CUCUMBER PRODUCTION

AND PHYSiCAL LOCATION FACTORS

Climatic Requirements^

Temperature Requirements of Cucumbers.-- The cucumber plant requires

warm temperatures because it can be killed by even a light frost. The

ideal temperature for germination Is 70 degrees Farenheit, and germination

seldom occurs below 50 degrees Farenheit. The best temperature for growth

of the cucumber plant Is between 75 and 80 degrees Farenheit. The rate

of growth of leaves is slowed by temperatures above the optimum but not

by temperatures below the optimum requirements. However, soil temperatures
~ _

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

The primary sources for the physical or natural factors are: North
Carolina Agricultural Extension Service, Cucumber Production in'North
¿oi'ol ina (1954); Thomas VA Whitaker and Glen N. Davis Cucurbits (1962),
Chapters 5-7. ' ' .
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i ;0 degrees Farenheit or higher are needed for optimum cucumber growth.

çfcwlng season requirement is from 55 to 65 days from the planting
, tit ta the first harvest and from 85 to 100 days from the planting to

last harvest.

All areas of North Carolina have an avefaqe qrowing season of over

days. The shortest average growing season In North Carolina is

for Mount Mitchell in Yancey County with 128 days. The longest

ft »t-frce season Is 269 days at Beaufort In Carteret County. The length

f shortest average growing season is long enough for one crop of

£v;.?*¿5ors, while two and perhaps three crops could be produced in the

i.ti.'-d of the longest average growing season. The central and eastern

and all of the coastal plain have an average frost-free period
* i'Ajr 200 days. 3

Tho average dates of the last killing frost in North Carolina are

•iv riant for the pickle cucumber production because of their relation

? ’*>. dotes of the harvest season (Figure 3). Approximately one-third
'

entire production of the 20,^00 acres in the state in 1963 was

«* .dcd to factories in the states to the north of North Carolina. The

Í'oreas of North Carolina, which have an earlier season for the

Cucumber crop, provide cucumbers for processors in the northern

Even In North Carolina the southernmost pickle cucumber growing

provide cucumbers to the processors in the northern part of the

10 to l4 days in advance of the northern growing areas.

: climatic data is from; United States Department; of Agriculture,
—-^ld-L_Qnd Han (1941), pp. 1035,1042.



Fîaure 3. Worth Farol in'
frost in sorina.
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The lower average temperatures during the growing season in

{fti wjuntain region of North Carolina provide conditions favorable

If the development of the cucumber disease scab, which has limited

;f,^uctlon in that region.
Rainfall Requirements of Cucumbers.-- Moderate amounts of rainfall

«•.ll-dlstributed throughout the growing season provide the best

n isture conditions for maximum cucumber yield. Optimum water intake

•y.cucumber plants requires a soil temperature of 70 degrees Farenhelt

; f higher.

The average rainfall for North Carolina, 1942-1961, for the months

t the cucumber growing season are; April - 3.56 inches; May - 3.89

Iftchcs; June - 4.35 inches; July - 5.88 inches.^ A large part of the

íítnfall In the warm months is convectional in origin.^ The rainfall

in Morth Carolina throughout the year and growing season is fairly well

•Utributed. However, 40 days of drought can be expected in five out

f ten years in the northern.pickle cucumber producing region. In

rkç Out of ten years over 60 days of drought can be expected In all
f the cucumber growing areas except for a small area in the southeastern

of state.^

¿-jl l^cqul rements of Cucumbers

Sandy loam soils are considered the best soHs for production of
4 ^ ■ - ■“ —■

United States Department of Agriculture-North Carolina Department o
Culture, North Carolina Agricultural Statistics (1962), p. 73.

. States Department of Agriculture, Cl imate and Man (1941),
# • I \J0*4 , ,

6

^■irth Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Agrl cul tural
ILlOorth Carolina (1956), pp. 46-7.



.Tickle cucumbers in North Carolina (Figure 4). However, cucumbers are

jrovm on a wide range of soils, and good yields have been obtained on

l.cms, clays, peat, and muck soils. The lighter soils are especially

recommended v.'hen an early harvest is desired because they warm up quicker

than Lite heavier soils in the spring. Cucumbers are sensitive to acidity

find should not be grown on soils with a pH less than 5,5. The Ideal pH

rflngo^ i s pH 6.0 to 6.5.

In the northern area or the Worth Carolina pickle cucumber region,

clay loam soils give the best yields. The northern experiences more

drought than the other areas of the North Carolina pickle cucumber producin
Û

region,® and the preference for heavier soils might be due to tivair

greater water-holding capacity. Poorly drained soils should not be use<i

for cucumbers^ Coarse sandy soils that would be extremely droughty in

case of rainfall deficiency should not be used for cucumbers unless

irrigation is avoiiable.

The eastern part of North Carolina has extensive areas In which

i the predominant soil associations are characterized by sandy loam top-
1

! soils (Figure 3). This area includes the eastern piedmont and the coastal
V

I plain except for most of the coastal areas, which have mainly sandy, muck,
\

. 9
\ ar silt loam soils. The sandhills area in the southwestern coastal
Î

7
The pH factor is a measure of acidity-alkalinity. pH 7 is neutral,

pH 14 is maximum alkalinity, and pH 0 Ís maximum acidity.
8

I North Carolina Agricultural Experimental
1 Drought in North Carolina (1356), pp. 46-7•
i 9
I North Carolina Department of Agriculture,
li^rolina's Coastal Plain Soils (1961), p. 4,

Station, Aqricu1tural

Fertility Status: North
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plain also lacks extensive areas of sandy loam soils.
PtI1 i nation

Cucumber plants produce both male and female flowers except for a

rare type that produces only female flowers. The pollen must be

transferred from the male to the female <^lower for the fruit to

:!ovelop. if a female flower is not pollinated, it dies and falls off

the vine. Inadequate pollination causes the fruit to be poorly shaped

and the yield to be reduced.

The cucumber pollen is sticky and can be transferred only by

Insects. Bees are the principal agent of pollination of cucumbers, and

the number of bees in a field affects the yield. Placing bee hives close

to cucumber fields is a recommended practice. Poor pollination occurs

if bee activity is slowed dov^n by extended periods of cool and cloudy

■.r rainy weather. Insecticides should be applied to cucumbers only in

the late afternoon in order to minimize the harm to bees.

piscases and Insect Pests

Diseases of Cucumbers.^The major cucumber diseases In North

Carolina are damping-off, angular leaf spot, anthracnose, downy mildew,

^>^t-knot, scab, and bacterial wilt. The principal methods of controlling

'Amgage by diseases are the use of disease-free and treated seed, the

î'^actice of crop rotation, the use of sanitary field prastices, the

‘vpllcation of fungicidal dusts and sprays, soil fumigation, and the

*~~Tô ^
The primary sources for this section are; North Carolina

î^lcultural Extension Service, Cucurbit Diseases in North Carolina
^^■>63); ! North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service, Cucumber
-ll^uction in North Carolina (1954), pp. 16-9. A good secondary source

Thomas W. Whitaker and Glen N. Davis, Cucurbits (1962), Chapters
> end 8.
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, f thü seeds of disease-resistant varieties of pickle cucumbers.

Ç rotation is recommended to avoid diseases caused by organisms that
In the soil on parts of old cucurbit plants. Cucumbers should

» Î t>u grown on land where cucumbers on other cucurbits were grown the

j^cvlous year, or, preferably, the previous two years. Sanitary field
•r.ulicos include avoiding the use of fields near other fields where

«.liCurblts were grown the previous year, avoiding cultiviation or

».*f/«,sting when the plants are wet in order to reduce spreading of

fîttase organisms in fields, and plowing cucurbit plants under deeply

#fîor the harvest to speed up decay of the plants in order to reduce

ivrvlval of disease organisms in them.

Downy mildew and anthracnose are the two most important cucumber

►Ijoases in North Carolina. Both of them are most severe during the

lUcr parts of the season and during wet weather. These diseases can end

tKe cucumber harvest prematurely. However, their importance in North

Coralina Is limited by the fact that the cucumbers would be abandoned

VirCause of the tobacco harvest even if they continued to yield.
f
{

\ Anthracnose is a seed-borne disease, which also survives in the

t *-M on ports of dead plants. It can cause damage to the cucumbers In

lîrsnsit os well as in the fields. Pickle cucumber varieties that are

[*^itlitant to anthracnose have been developed, but none of them are in

tenoral use in North Carolina.

, Downy mildew, like anthracnose, is caused by a fungus. Air currents

S^srtsport It to North Carolina each spring from areas farther south.
fc I I crops of cucumbers are usually severely damaged by downy mildew.

Pixie variety of pickle cucumbers is resistant to downy mildew, but
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•{ to the vino. The plekleworms arrive in southeastern North

, from areas farther south each spring about the first of
^ Th« (violonworm is similar to the pickleworm, but it feeds on the

I Ui* than the pickleworm does.

Tve jtriped cucumber beetle and the melon aphid are also important

p’t f Cucumbers. The melon aphid is the more serious in the southern

P It can weaken and even kill cucumber plants. The striped
beetle causes damage principally by sr>reading the organisms

fc- ojje bacterial wilt. The spotted cucumber beetle is similar to

fe, tiriffOd cucumber beetle but less serious. The squash bug and the

vine borer do relatively small damage to cucumbers in North Carolina^

C. ORGANIZATION OF PICKLE CUCUMBER PRODUCTION

IN NORTH CAROLINA

f tickle cucumbers are grown by farmers In North Carolina only

tofitrect. The contracts used by the buying companies must be

'vsi by the North Carolina Department of Agriculture each year before

f toting with the formers begins. Any buyer not paying cash for
t*» ;.f,xiucts bought in North Carolina must obtain a permit from the

of Agriculture by establ ishing financial responsibility and

^ farmers contract to grow a certain number of acres of pickle

t » Carolina Department of Agriculture, Rules. Regulations.
' Pad Standards. Chapter III, Article 2,
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with seed provided by the buying company. The buying company

to buy the cucumbers of a specified size and quality that are

Milftfcd to the receiving station at a certain place during a specified

(Plate A). The buying company tRay bey cucumbers before or after

tikà. btrioó «pacified In the contract.

The contract also specifies the prices to be paid to the farmers,

•v cycumbers are graded Into three sizes at the receiving stations,

mt-f * different price Is paid for each size. The number one pickle

i^:.F*ors (the smallest) have a maximum diameter of one and one-sixteenth

Their price Is six dollars per hundred pounds (about two bushels)

' »|it cents per pound. The number of two pickle cucumbers have a

5 catitcr of from one and one-sixteenth Inches to a maximum of one and

«nf-hílf Inches, The price paid for them is two dollars and twenty-five

4^^'.* per hundred pounds or two and one-fourth cents per pound. The

•>rf^-er three pickle cucumbers have a diameter of from one and one-half

to a maximum of two inches. Their price Is one dollar per hundred

i or one cent per pound. The buying companies are not obligated to

tucuR^jers with a diameter over two Inches or those that are deformed,

shaped, or diseased. The pickle companies sometimes offer to buy

'•Mírílíed or poorly shapped cucumbers for 25 cents per Vushel. The

ore paid by check at the time of delivery or are paid weekly for

î«llverles during the week.

•firth Carolina farmers received an average of 1,28 dollars per

‘*‘^•«1 for pickle cucumbers in 1963. The average prices per bushel were

**■5 «fillers In Michigan, 1,1*6 dollars In Wisconsin, and 1.36 dollars • <
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cflilro United States.’3
receiving station buys the production of an average of about

Krvi- of cucumbers. The buying companies transport the cucumbers by

«i .5 tholr brineries or pickle factories or to assembly points to load
.. inr innaer distance shipping.

D. PICKLE CUCUMBER VARIETIES AND SEED

USED IN NORTH CAROLINA

t.,^Ktto4 of Pickle Cucumbers Used in North Carolina

Several characteristics are desired of any variety of pickle cucumbers.

”H» %-3fIeties chosen to be grown in particular areas usually have the

* tf f«vorable combinations of characteristics for that area. The ideal

♦ffteiy of pickle cucumbers would, ffrs^ produce large yields. Second,

It would have blunt ends and would have a length to width ratio

î.9;i or 3:1. Third, the color of the fruit would be uniform and light
o

tí (Í4rk green. Fourth, interiorly, the carpel attachment would be

end.the seeds late-developing because large seeds are undeslreb.le .

^ cvcumber pickles. Fifth, the skin of the fruit would be tender so

pickling solutions could enter the fruit easily and the pickle would

'»* Under to eat. Sixth, the cucumber plant would be resistant to all

diseases.

The principal variety of pickle cucumbers grown in North Carolina

c-allcd Model, This variety, Introduced in-1.9^ by the Asgrow Seêd .
'

—

United Statars Department of Agriculture, Veqetables-ProcessInq
p. 21. Thft^publ I shed figures are given as dollars per ton. The-O.A. uses 48 pounds as the weight of a bushel of pickle cucumbers• though 50 pounds per bushel is used in commerce.
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î Is adapted to growing conditions In the southern states.'^
gives good yields. Its fruit is "medium green, blunt ended, and

j! cky" and holds up well In shipment.i5 The latter characteristic

Irportant because of the large percentage of North Carolina pickle

<^u<nbcra that ÎS shipped out of the state fresh. Model r.t!(-u'«ber‘s also

j^lftcwelK. The major deficiency of the Model variety is Its lack of

fsilstence to cucumber diseases. The Model harvest season is often

irtJôd by diseases earlier than the natural cessation of the yielding by

ttw plant. However, this Is not serious In most of the North Carolina

producing regions because the cucumbers would be generally abandoned

ticause of the tobacco harvest even If they continued to yield.

Pixie, another variety of pickle cucumbers, is used in some places

in the northern and eastern cucumber growing areas. This variety is

resistant to downy mildew, powdery mildew, and anthracnose. Therefore,

It is especially useful for growing In areas where cucumber diseases

are sever. The resistance of Pixie to the major diseases of the North

Carolina cucumber region also allows a longer harvest season In areas

^ere the cucumbers are not abandoned for the tobacco harvest. Pixie

Cucumbers are not good for brining because their carpels separate easily.

This defect prevents Pixie from being widely grown In North Carolina.

The Pixie variety was developed by Dr. W. C. Barnes of the Ciemson College

Truck Experiment Station at Charleston.
-

^
Thomas W. V-^hitaker and Glen N. Davis, Cuburbits (1962), p. 57.

15'
North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service, Cucumber Production

in North Carolina (1954), p. 7.



. « In North Carol 1na
I ■. 1 î.u't.-

-'i c:«^*ponIes contracting pickle cucumbers provide seed to the

,-1 In order to Insure that the desired varieties of cucumbers will

j One pound of seed Is necessary to plant one-half acre. The
t tho seed, one and one-half dollars per pound. Is deducted from

ffivnt to the farmers for cucumbers delivered, California Is the

I source of the pickle cucumber seed used In North Carolina;

Í ,, Is a secondary source. Seed grown In dry climates, such as In

, /ft!a and Colorado, are less likely to carry disease organisms.

i, AGRONOMICAL PRACTICES IN GROWING PICKLE CUCUMBERS

preparation of fields, fertilization, planting, thinning, and

.* tujtlon are important matters in the production of pickle cucumbers.*^
» ;• *1 ¡“.3 tel y 20 man-hours of labor per acre were used in the pre-harvest

id to produce pickle cucumbers in North Carolina in 1959.'^
of Fields

plowing of fields Is advisable to reduce Infection by cucumber
' that winter In the soil. If the land has not been plowed in the

/’’'I. It should be plowed three or four weeks before the planting date,

should be harrowed fitmedlately after plowing and several times

*'«'í5fter before the planting date. The field is bedded with five or

^ ♦ *««t between rows, and the seed Is planted on top of the beds.
ÍÍ

L
,
^ primary source for this section Is; North Carolina Agricultural
*^tlon Service, Cucumber Production In North Carolina (195^), PP. 4-12.

b Uni ted States Department of Agriculture, Labor Used to Produce"-■•¿Mes (1964), p. 35.



The amount of fertilizer generally required for pickle cucumbers

* in^fib Carolina is 800 pounds of 8-8-8 fertilizer^® per acre.

«•«vor, the fertilizer requirement varies with soli differences, and
exact determination of fertilizer requirements by soil testing 1$

tJ^ly recorrenended. Fifteen pounds of nitrogen per acre should be
iv'^llcd as side dressing when the plants are thinned.

Meeting

The cucumber seed can be planted either in hills or drilled. The

Mtt method is considered to be drilling the seed and then thinning to

liove the desired plant density. The seed should be planted at a

ácpth of one-fourth to one-half inch.

The planting date of pickle cucumbers in North Carolina varies from

thaut the tenth of April in the southern area to the first of May in the

<^3fthern area (Figure 4). Since the cucumber seed needs warm temperatures

ipr germination and the plant can be killed by a light frost, the

planting must be later than the average date of the last killing frost

in the spring.

Thinning

When the cucumber seeds are planted with a dflll, two thinnings are

accessary. The plants should be thinned to twice the desired number when

the vines have three or four leaves. The first thinning reduces the

coosumptlon of moisture and fertilizer by the unnecessary plants. However,

rr~ ——
The 8-8-8 fertilizer contains eight percent, each, of nitrogen,

phosphoric acid, and potassium carbonate (potash).
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J# 'îants 3re left to Insure a good stand in case of drought or
Insects or diseases. When the vines are about six inches

plants are thinned to a 12 to 14 inch interval in the rows,

and last thinning takes place late enough to insure o good

knú early enough to prevent the excessive number of plants from

i fiftç the early growth of the vines. The plants thinned oat should
-, rather than pulled in order to avoid disturbing the root systems

>1*» plants left In the field,

:*ïtlon

wltlvatlon serves to conserve soil moisture and plant nutrients

ïé ♦♦J./cfng the number of weeds and to permit rainfall to sink Into

M ¿iVXind by loosening the sdl surface. Cultivation should begin

► f> <5r> as the emerging plants can be seen a considerable distance down

.-u rcurt. Subsequent cul Itivatlons are made as needed to control weeds.
“

M to five cultivations, and often one or two hoeings, are usually

'^‘^-'issry to control weeds. Cultivation should not be oootiriued after

*incs are 15 to 18 inches long or, at the latest, when the

‘Us begin to form. Cultivation must be shallow because the cucumber

•SI «re shallow and often extend beyond the vines. The vines should

trained up and down the rows in order to shade out weeds.

F, HARVESTING PICKLE CUCUMBERS AND THE EFFECTS

OF THE HARVEST UBOR REQUIREMENT
«

Fickle cucumbers have a higher harvest labor requirement than any

■’•sr vegetable crop harvested for processing In the United States. An
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> fio man-hours of labor were used In 1959 to harvest pickle
^ . tMt ¡ « «I

In North Carolina, while 129 man-hours per acre were used In

ííííj States as a wholeThe ability to provide the necessary

¡0bor Is an essential factor for the pickle cucumber production

, * /th CarolIna.

-rCucumbers In North Carolina

Tivo harvest season of pickle cucumbers In North Carolina begins about

fS In the southern area, June 1 In the eastern area, and June 10 In

li# ftorthern area. The first pickings give smaM yields, and reasonably

yields begin at least one week after the harvest begins. The

r.itt, early pickings are necessary even though the yields are small,

production of fruit by the vine Is reduced If the cucumbers are

♦ to ripen on the plant. An average pickle cucumber plant wl 1 j

/►.n>jce on estimated five to ten cucumbers If none are picked, but it

produce 35 to 40 If the immature fruit are picked regularly.

The frequency of picking pickle cucumbers varies with the growing

Í isJItioss, However, cucumbers grow rapidly. Pickings are generally

*^«isary every other day and sometimes every day In the period of

*»ttest growth. The frequency of pickings Is Important for pickle

íííUwsbers because the fruit over two Inches in diameter is unmarketable

higher prices are paid for the smaller sizes.

Pickle cucumbers are picked by hand as pickers pass along the rows

" foot. The pickers sometimes use a "T" shaped stick to spread the

ig
lilted States Department of Agriculture, Labor Used to Produce

iUitobJes (1964), pp, 16,35.
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,. V in order to find the fruit. The cucumbers are put into pails,

i or sacks by the pickers and hauled to the receiving stations
, ïfuck, car, and wagon. The cucumbers are graded according to size

receiving stations. Different sizes are separated by being passed

.■} bed of diverging slats (Plates B and C). The smallest sizes

♦ill through the spaces between the slats first, and the larger cucumbers

nil through last.

The use of a tractor-drawn harvesting aid has begun In the eastern

fas of production, especially in Pitt County (Plate D). Several

;i£i,4irs ride on the harvesting aid and pick the cucumbers as they are

along the rows, The use of this harvesting aid is said to reduce

labor requirements by two^-thirds. Further, the yields are said

t. b« Increased by the use of the harvesting aid because of more complete

jlt»lng and less damage inflicted on the vines by the pickers. Better

lit» and cultivation practices are also used because the crop becomes

»<AamIcally more important with the higher yields and increased acreage

9Ûfarmer made possible by the reduced labor requirement.

t-cation Influence of the Harvest Labor Requirement

The labor required for growing and harvesting pickle cucumbers In

Carolina is usually provided by the members of the growers'

^anllies (Plate D). This limits the acreage that Individual farmers
*»« grow because of the large harvest labor requirement. The acreage

I * pickle cucumbers per grower in North Carolina averages between one

■ •’-'ano and one-half acres. When local hired labor is used, the pickers

; " 2ô~ —^
"Pickling Cukes Are Making Money for Farmers'.', Agricultural Review

i ^ ^5, 1964), p. 3; Hank Goodman, "Farm Notebook", Kinston Daily

I •-liS.ircss. (June 20, 1964), o. 13.
I
’ ^216768
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Plate B. Grading machine used to sort the
cucumbers by size at the receiving station.
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Plate C. Diverging slats of the cucumber grading
machi ne.

Plate D. Picking cucumbers with harvesting aid and
child labor in the eastern cucumber area (photographe I
by Dr. H, Daniel Stillwell).



^/wrally paid one-half doliar per* bushel. The use of Negro migrant
from Florida to harvest pickle cucumbers has begun In Perquimans

However, the labor for the pickle cucumber harvest In North

Is still provided predominately by the growers and their families,

fiorth Carolina plcklo cucumber prcduclng regíon has a high

of rural-farm population. Only six of the 40 counties

.jiîrîlng pickle cucumber acreage have lower percentages of rural-farm
, ijt.litlons than the entire state, which has 17.7 per cent. Eight North

UoMaa counties have over 500 acres of pickle cucumbers. Four of these

have over 40 per cent rural-farm population, while three of them

ortïr 30 per cent. The last of these eight counties, Pitt County,

♦ n irtly 28.4 per cent rural-farm popula t Ion. The lower per cent for

M tíwmty's rural-farm population Is attributable to the location of

-w tliy of Greenville within the county.

Th# large rural-farm populations in the counties of the pickle

growing region provide the large labor requirement of the pickle
• harvest. Pickle cucumbers are not responsible for the existence

large rural“-farm population because they are a supplementary Income

not a major Income providing crop. The large rural-farm

»*«wl«tlon In the pickle cucumber growing region depends on flue-cured
**^^'^* '^Ich is the major Income yielding crop of the region. Tobacco

pickle cucumbers, a crop having a heavy harvest labor requirement,

Ç production of It in eastern North Carolina has stabilized the

^ '«fal-farm population that provides the required labor for the
* t4i * twcumber harve:,t. The more Important Income-providing crops

t^ltod States Bureau of the Census, County and City Data ,8o<^.N-a pp. 262. 272.
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t

5. North Carolina Acerage, Production, and Vleld
Cucumbers, 1953-1363 (Source; Appendix A),
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.»,■ supplementary income crop status of pickle cucumbers in the crop

,, rn of the growing region. This status results in pickle cucumbers
/ -I Í t ^

, nrown with less care than the more Important crops. Increased yields
>4 y» vr»

toon reported where the use of harvesting aids have permitted individual
24

. tn grow acreages large enough to be economically significant,

fho North Carolina production of pickle cucumbers in 1963 was

Î >1,667 bushels, which was 10 per cent of the United States production.

two states, Michigan and Wisconsin, had higher productions in 1963.

♦,ti*lgan produced 5,676,250 bushels, and Wisconsin produced 2,062,500 bushels.

% ii62 only Michigan produced more j^ickle cucumbers than North Carolina,

growers received 2,622,000 dollars for the 1963 crop in North Carolina,

the crop was worth 7,329,000 dollars in Michigan and 3,020,000

^ïHftrs in Wisconsin. In the United States 26,899,000 dollars were paid

lha 1963 pickle cucumber crop.25

H. MARKETS FOR NORTH CAROLINA PICKLE CUCUMBERS

North Carolina brineries and pickle factories are the'prineipal

for the pickle cucumbers grown in the state. The production of

’«estimated two-thirds of the pickle cucumber acreage in North Carolina

processed in factories within the state. All of the North Carolina
—

.

. "Pickling Cukes Are Making Money for Farmers". Agricultural Review
15, 1964), p. 3.

25
.. . . Onlted States Department of Agriculture, Vegetables-Processing

p. 21
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-ickle cucumber processing factories are located within the pickle cucumber

jrjwing region (Figure 6).
Fresh pickle cucumbers that are shipped out of the state are processed

«redominately in states to the rorth of North Carolina. Maryland is the

principal out-of-state recipient of North Carolina pickle cucumbers. The

states of New York, Michigan, and Virginia are of second order importance,

while Pennsylvania is at the third level of importance as an out-of-state

processor of North Carolina pickle cucumbers. Other states north of North

Carolina as far as wew York and west as far os Michigan process smaller

quantities of North Carolina cucumbers.

Some of the state's cucumbers are exported to Canada for processing.

The out of state companies obtain North Carolina cucumbers either by

contracting acreage In the state or by buying from companies that have

acreage in the state.

The principal reason that northern pickle factories buy North

Carolina pickle cucumbers is to begin production and distribution of

fresh-pack pickles before the harvest begins in the northern states.

The increasing consumption of fresh-pack pickles in the United States,

in combination with North Carolina's relatively southern location, has

created a northern market demand for the state's pickle cucumbers. North

Carolina's location In the middle south, rather than in the deep south,

is important in at least two ways for the existence of the northern

market for the state's pickle cucumbers. First, transportation rates to

the northern market are less thao they would be from states to the south

of North Carolina. Second, the time interval between the e.nd of the North
-

_ , -, ^

Willis W. Stephenson, "The Pickle Industry and Its Financing" (n.d.),
PP. 4Í-2.
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..jlina harvest season and the beginning of the northern harvests is

,,.fter than the interval between the end of the harvest season of states

r^.ther to the south and the beginning of the northern seasons. This
niore continuity in the fresh-pack operations of the northern

i.-tnries once they have begun fresh-pack production using North Carolina

; jumbers. The harvest season of pickle cucumbers begins in Maryland and

f rginia about one or two weeks before the end of the harvest season in
fth Carolina. The western New York and Michigan harvest seasons

¡.gin iO to i5 days after the end of the North Carolina harvest.
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Testing the strength of the brine in the tanks is facilitated by

V* shaped troughs. The open sides of the troughs are placed against

the side v«ialls of the tanks, and brine can be drawn from any depth for

testing. The cucumbers are held in the brine by round, wooden "heads"

(Plate J). The heads are fitted inside the tanks and held in place

iiy wooden crosspieces four inches square. A hole four inches square is

cut in each tank head so that samples of the cucumbers can be removed

for examination. This hole is covered with a wooden square held in place

by one nail so that it can be revolved to uncover the hole. A wooden

platform, elevated to within two or three feet below the tops of the tanks,

gives access to all the tanks.

A salt storage building, called the "salt house", is an essential

part of a brinery. The salt house is usually located close to a railroad

siding to facilitate unloading the salt from boxcars and storing it in

the salt house (Plate G). The salt is taken from the salt house to put

on tanks in order to strengthen the brine (Plate H) or to make brine,

facilities for making brine of the desired strength are located adjacent

to the salt house. The brine is pumped in a system of pipes to spigots

distributed throughout the tank yard. Brine is placed in individual

tanks with rubber hose attached to the spigots. A system of pipes fur-

f’ishing fresh water to all parts of the tank yard is also a necessity.

•Pitches under the platform drain brine and water from the tank yard.

Cucumbers are brought to the brinery from the receiving stations
t>n trucks (Plate I). The cucumbers that are put into the tanks to be

brined are carried from the trucks to the tanks by various means. The
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Kost mechanized method is used when the cucumbers are transported to

;hc brinery in baskets and each basket Is emptied individually into a

tank. The baskets are moved from the edge of the platform to the tanks

cn flat push-trucks, on rollers, or on conveyer belts driven by electric

;:;.;:ors, V/hep. the I'nrMmhfirs are brought to the brinery in open-top,

tw-enty-bushel wooden boxes, they cen be carried and put in the tanks

by fork-lift trucks that are adapted to hold the boxes while turning

ihom upside down (Plate j). A more modern type of method of moving

cucumbers is a conveyer syslfem intg v^hich the cucumbers are dumped at

the edge of the platform, the typo of container in which the cucumbers

arrive at the ‘ does not affect these systems except for the size

of the receptacle into vjhich the cucumbers are dumped where the system

originates. One variation of this type of system consists of a series

of fast-moving conveyer belts. The cucumbers fail off the end of the

bolts into the tanks. Another variation of this type of system moves the

cucumbers by the combined effects of gravity and flowing brine. The

cucumbers are raised on a conveyer belt to a height of about 30 feet

above the edge of the platform, and then they enter a trough into which

brine is pumped (Plate K). The trough descends from its height where

the cucumbers enter it to the level of the tanks where the cucumbers and

brine flow out of it (Plate L). The brine and cucumbers move due to the

force of gravity. However, the slope of the trough is not great enough

to cause the cucumbers to move in it without the effect of the flowing

brine. The brine is continuously pumped out of the tank and recirculated

in the system until the tank is full of cucumbers.



Plate E. Tanks and platform in the brinery
at Mount Olive.

Plate F. Tanks in the brinery at Faison
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Plate G. Salt house, boxcar • containing salt
and tank for making brine (right foreground) at
the Faison brinery.

Plate H. Adding salt to a tank to strengthen the
brine (the covered tank is exceptional).
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Plate I. Trucks delivering cucumbers ir,
bushel boxes to the brinery-factory at Faison

twenty-

Plate J. Fork-lift truck carrying twenty-bushelbox of cucumbers at the Mount Olive brinery-factory.
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Plate K. Cucumbers being clumped into a hopper by
a fork-lift truck and lifted by converyer belt to enter
a trough in which they are carried by flowing brine and
gravity at brinery at Mount Olive (See Plate L ).

I
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Plate L. Cucumbers and brine flowing out of a
trough into a tank in the gravity-flowing brine method
of transporting cucumbers in brinery at Mount Olive
(See Plate K).

I
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The cucumbers ore removed from the tanks for processing any time after

they hove been cured. The old standard method of removing the cucumbers

is by us© of a string net fastened to an iron hoop on the end of a wooden

pole. The net is used to dip the cucumbers out of the tanks. A more

nodern method of removing the cucumbers from the tanks is by use of an

Inclined conveyer belt. One end of the belt is lowred into the cucumbers

and brine. Rubber or wooden slats attahced to the belt hold the cucumbers

on the belt, which lifts the cucumbers out of the tanks. A bung in a

hole in the side of the tanks near the base allows them to be drained.

After the coeuiîibèr© hcv© been removed and the brine has been drained,

the tanks are filled with fresh water to prevent drying and warping of

the tank slats.

Description and Activities of Pickle Packing Factories

Pickle packing factories produce the finished, consumer's pickle

products. The activities of a pickle packing factory center on the-

packing room. Processed pickles pass from the processing room to the
/

sweetening room where they are converted into sweet pickles before going

to the packing room. Sour pickles and processed dill pickles ore treated

in other rooms before being carried to the packing room. Fresh cucumbers

for fresh-pack pickles g® to the packing room from the washing and

bleaching room. The pickles are packed in the containers in the packing

rooms by machines and by hand (Plate M). The containers are then filled

with syrup, sealed, and labeled by machines as they are carried on a

conveyer belt. Fresh-pack pickles are pasteurized in the packing room

(Plate N). The containers are put in cardboard boxes be-fore being sent

to the warehouse.



The storage of the materials for pickle manufacture requires much

space in the factory. The containers require the greatest amount of

storage space. Caps or lids, labels, spices, vinegar, and sugar

require smaller amounts óf storage epoce. Vinegar is often stored

in large metal tanks at the larger factories.

Storage of the finished pickles also requires large amounts of

space. The trend of increasing consumption of fresh-pack pickles

has increased storage space needed for finished pickles. Processed

pickles are made from brine stock as needed. Therefore, they require

less storage space then fresh-pack pickles that must all be packed during

the cucumber harvest season. The cases of finished pickles are usually

placed on pallets and moved in the warehouse with fork-lift trucks.

Most of the pickles manufactured in North Carolina are packed in

glass containers. The standard sizes of jars are eight ounce, sixteen

ounce (pint), thirty-two ounce (quart), and gallon. Pickles are packed

in cans mainly for the United States Government. Very few pickles are

packed in barrels in North Carolina because the temperatures of the region

make spoilage of genuine dills probable.

B. SOURCES OF MATERIALS

USED IN NORTH CAROLINA PICKLE FACTORIES AND BRINERIES

The principal materials used in consolidated pickle factories are

cucumbers, vinegar, salt, containers and caps, sugar, spices, labels,

and other fruits and vegetables. Water is used in large amounts by

brlneries and pickle factories. The Mount Olive consolidated pickle
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Plate M. Women packing pickles in jars by hand
in the packing room of the Faison factory.

Plate N. The continuous pesteurl^er in the
packing room of the factory at Faison.



Xhe glass containers are transported by trucks. Most of the

is done by the pickle ccmpanies' trucks when they return to the

^.ctofles after making deliveries of pickles. The glass manufacturers

the costs of transportation of the glass jars to the purchasers. The

j.ickle company trucks earn money by hauling the giass as return loads to

;na pickle factories. The choice of where to buy glass containers is

fctormined principally by the areas where plekles «re sold and seldom

by the criteria of proximity of the sources to the pickle factories. The

glass manufacturers maintain warehouses In some cities through which
thoir customers' trucks frequently pass, even though there Is no glass

factory there.

Caps for glass containers ore obtained from Chicago. Baltimore

is the source of cans for the pickle factories. Both caps and cans are

transported by truck.

Sources of Sugar for the Pickle Factories

Refineries in Sas-annah and Baltimore are the principal sources of

the sugar used in the North Carolina pickle factories. The ports of

Norfolk and Charleston are also Important suppliers of sugar, but they

have been less important as sources of sugar since imports from

Cuba ceased. The state of Louisiana was an important supplier of sugar

during the first half of 1964 because of low prices due to a surplus of

sugar there. However, the refinery at Savannah normally controls sugar

prices in North Carolina, and the Baltimore refinery adjusts its net

price (price plus freight) to equal the Savannah net price.
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j-f.is of Spices for the Pickle Factories
Thû North Carolina pickle factories obtain most of their spices

jt# x» rHjrchants In Baltimore, New York City, and Chicago. Some of the
.-.tces commonly used are celery seeds, mustard seeds, mixed pickle

tîüd, oil of dill, oil of cloves, garlic chips, alum, and tumeric.
€ r-ces of Chemicals thft Pickle Factories

I I r -■ ■■ ■ J ■ -i -|- 1 I I . i . I Itwiripin. 1 I--J - II -r nrri v —r - Twnin—

New York City firms are the principal sources of chemicals, which

used In pickle manufacture principally as preservatives. Polysorbate

Í5 and sodium benzoate are two commonly used chemicals.

i urces of Labels for the Pickle Factories

The preprinted labels that are glued on pickle jars come from many

i:;urccs. The states of North Carolina, Virginia, and Bhode Island furnish

(;bels to North Carolina pickle factories.

S-îurces of Peppers. Onions, Cauliflowers, and other Fruits and

Vegetables for the Pickle Factories

Fruits and vegetables other than cucumbers are used In North Carolina

pickle factories In much smaller quantities than cucumbers. Peppers

era norma lly obtained from farmers in the vicinities of the pickle factoffes.

iRaf! onions are Imported from the Netherlands through the port of Baltimore.

Cauliflower Is brought to North Carolina from Long Island, New York and

Jersey. Other I terns, such as large onions, carrots, and cabbages

ire normally obtained from wholesale grocers In the vicinities of the

pickle factories.

Special Capital Goods (Food Machinery and Tanks) Used by the Brinerles

^nd Pickle Factories

Baltimore, New York, and Chldago are Important sources*of food
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Figure 7î Market Area of Morth Carolina Pickle Factories, 196?.
(Source: Personal Interviews).
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five per cent of the North Carolina pickle production. Most of the

pickles sold to the United States are used by the armed forces. The

government purchases pickles by receiving bids on publicized contracts
<

QT by placing orders directly. The p'Ickles purchased by the government

orv; shl.oped to '.•.'areho'JS'^'S in all sections of the United States.

A principle of economic geography is that most of any product produced

in a place will be consumed relatively close to that place. This principle

holds true of the pickle production of North Carolina. However, the

area of most concentrated sales extends farther to the north than to

the south of North Carolina. This north-south assyirretry is caused by

two factors. First, there is a much greater population to the north

than to the south of North Carolina, especially in the densely populated

northeastern portion of the United States. This population constitutes

a greater potential or realized market for North Carolina pickles than

exists to the south of the state. The second reason for the more

northerly extension of the market area is a historical one. Two of

the North Carolina pickle factories were relocated in North Carolina

from Pennsylvania and New York within the past 12 years, and three of them

were relocated in the state from New York and Pennsylvania within the
•s;.'

past 20 years. In accordance with the previously mentioned principle

of economic geography, the major market areas of these factories before

their relocations v;ere in the northern areas where the factories were

located. These companies have retained the major markets in the north

that they served before the relocation of their factories in North

Carolina. The bulk of the sales of North Carolina pickles are between the



E. CONSUMPTION OF PICKLES

Approximately four and one-tenth pounds of pickles per capita were

consumed in the United States in 1961.^ A consumer survey conducted in

1962 showed that pickles were served daily in 30.7 per cent of the homes

in the sample in the South, 17 pur cent In the Northeast, and 21.6 per

cent in the entire United States. Pickles were served at least once a

week in 83 per cent of the homes in the South, 82.1 per cent in the

Northeast, and 77-^ pet cent In the United States as a whole.^
A survey of grocery chain stores shoved that the percentage of

pickle sales to the total store sales in the South (.41 per cent) is

greater than in the mid-Atlantic states (.29 per cent) or in New/ England

(.29 per cent). Only In the Mid-west (.43 per cent) were pickle sales
5

a larger percentage of the total sales than in the south.

The tv/o studies cited above suggest that more pickles ere consumed

per capita in the South than In the United States as a whole. The

Northeast consumption per capita seems to be approximately equal to, or

slightly less than, the national average.

3
United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics

(1963), p. 306.
4
Owens-Illinois Glass Company, A Consumer Survey on Pickles in.d.),

p. 15.
5
"Pickles and Olives; Sales Performance", Chain Store Aqe(H!d-Julv.

1962).
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,- location factors of the north CAROLINA PICKLE PROCESSING INDUSTRY

The importance of the North Carolina pickle industry Is due to the

favorable location of eastern North Carolina in regard to raw materials

markets. The labor factor adds to the favorableness of North

j.'^roiina as 8 ptcKie (nciuscry location.

f}ckl6 Cucumbers as a Location Factor of the Pickle Industry

The large production of pickle cucumbers in North Carolina is the

primary reason for the location of the present pickle industry in the

ttate. Cucumbers are the biggest single cost item in the production

of cucumber pickles. Tha perishable nature is an influence toviards

location of pickle processing facilities in the growing regions. The

large labor requirement of the pickle-cucisRiber bGFVG£t”has restricted

large scale cucumber production to relatively few areas, (Figure 8),

Markets as a Location Factor of the Pickle Industry

The second major reason for the location of North Carolina's

pickle Industry Is the location of the state's pickle cucumber producing

region in relative proximity to the heavily populated northeastern United

States and, yet, within the southeastern United States. Thus, tvio market

areas are accessible from the North Carolina location. The primary

market area of the state's pickle factories extends from the southeastern

states to the northeastern states.

Labor as a Location Factor of the Pickle Industry

Labor conditions and labor costs are unimportant location factors

of the North Carolina pickle Industry in comparison to the cucumber and

market factors. Nevertheless, North Carolina has a labor advantage for
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pickle factories in comparsion to areas outside the South. First,

most of the labor used in pickle factories is unskilled labor, which is

abundant in North Carolina. Second, lower wage rates are paid in pickle

factor4es and brinerles in the South than in other sections of the

country. The sectional averages of the average wage rates of 19 job

categories in brlneries and pickle factories are as follows: South, 1.53

dollars per hour; Northeast, 1.69 dollars per hour; North Central,

1.72 dollars per hour; and West, 2.05 dollars per hour.^
g '' '
Pickle Packers International, "Summary of Wage Reports ....Spring,
(1964).1964"



CHAPTER IV

COHCLUSIONS

A. EVALUATION OF NORTH CAROLINA AS A LOCATION

■

FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PICKLE CUCUMBERS

- Eastern North Carolina is a good location for the production of

i olckle cucumbers because of a favorable climate, favorable soils,

r established markets, and an agricultural economy in which pickle

cucumbers find a definite, if minor, role.

* Ciiniate of North Carolina as a Location Factor for Pickle Cucumbers

Cucumbers are well adapted to the climatic conditions of the North

i Carolina frost-free season. In the North Carolina pickle cucumber
«'

Ï producing region drought occurs most often in the northern area of
I

production, but the production of the entire region can be lowered by

\ drought. Extremely high temperatures sometimes result in cucumbers
(

having an undesirable whitish color, while abnormally cool weather can

\
reduce yields during the early part of the harvest season. Temperature

’ conditions alone do not, however, cause lowered productions for entire

I seasons. The cooler temperatures of the mountain region have been a major

j limitation on cucumber production in that region by providing conditons
t
f

I favorable for the cucumber disease scab.
I loi is as a Location Factor for Pickle Cucumbers

I Sandy loam soils, on which cucumbers generally grow best in

I North Carolina, are extensive in the eastern part of the state^ However,
\
I none of the soil associations of the western piedmont or mountain regions
r

Î .

f ' • ■

I .

Î
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-'cdominately sandy loam soils. The areas of soils most unfavorable

i^cui^bers in eastern North Carolina are those of sandy soils and
.. muck soils. These soils occur principally in the coastal areas

the sandhills section. Crop failure of cucumbers planted on

, soils Is expected in case of drought. Muck soils are suceptible
'fsts at a later date than the lighter (coarser textured) soils,

: ^ f*i warm up more quickly in the spring and permi t earl ier planting

fift •
. .Í■ ><■ t Conditions as a Location Factor for North Carolina Pickle Cucumber

jction

y/;i

■nu

bi.'-

'

V-'b

Í i ' ■

The strong market for North Carolina pickle cucumbers is an

tiicntial element in the favorableness of the state for the production

iJ this crop. The five North Carolina factories manufacturing finished

'/‘ikies provide the solid foundation of the market for the state's

i/'--vuctlon of pickle cucumbers. Further, pickle factories in states to
i

‘ 5 north of North Carolina constitute a well-established market for a

: ‘‘Jjnificant portion of the state's pickle cucumber production. The
i
Í i.it-ot-state market for North Carolina's pickle cucumbers is based on
i

;state's relatively early harvest season and the desire of the
I
;’'•rtharn manufacturers to begin production of fresh-pack pickles before

I •'‘«Ir local cucumber harvests begin. The transportation rates for cucumber

I».- '
I '-’aHortit Carolina to the northern factories are not excessive because
I ^ thu relative proximity of the state to the northern factories. The
i

‘ «'Ckle factories In the northern states have little or no Interruption

I their fresh-pack operations between the end of the North Carolina
i "-cun^er season and the beginning of the northern harvest seasons.
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Thr- Anrt cultural Economy of North Carolina as a Location Factor for

Pickle Cucumber Production

The harvest labor is the most critical factor in the production of

pickle cucumbers. The labor available in eastern North Carolina is an

^icrrienf- of fundamental importance in making that region a favorable

location for the production of pickle cucumbers. The predominance of

flue-cured tobacco in the agricultural economy of eastern North Carolina

Is the basic factor in the existence of the farm labor available In'

the region. The high income yielding tobacco crop, which also has a

large harvest labor requirement, supports the large rural population that

supplies the necessary labor for the pickle cucumber harvest. The rural

labor force of eastern North Carolina can harvest the cucumber crop

because there is relatively little work to do on the more important

crops during the period of the pickle cucumber harvest. The pickle

cucumber crop attracts many eastern North Carolina farmers because it is

a source of supplementary Income in the early summer before the major

income-providing crops of the region are marketed.

The characteristics of the agricultural economy of eastern North

Carolina that make the region a favorable location for the production of

pickle cucumbers also have unfavorable Influences on their production.

The unimportant status of pickle cucumbers in the agricultural economy

of North Carolina results in lower yields than would be possible if

they were grov*;n with the care given the more important crops. Cucumber

fields that are still producing are sometimes abandoned if the tobacco

harvest begins before the end of the cucumber yielding season. The low

yields in North Carolina are Illustrated by the fact that the state had
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.ut one-third more acres of pickle cucumbers. than V/i scons in in 1363,
• t the Wisconsin production was slightly greater than the North Carolina

-roduct1 on.

g, EVALUATION OF NORTH CAROLINA AS A LOCATION FOR THE PICKLE INDUSTRY

North Carolina is an except 1onol1 y good location for the pickle

industry in regard to sources of materials because of the state's large

pickle cucumber production. A populous market area, mainly in the

Atlantic coastal states, and relatively low labor costs combine with

the state's pickle cucumber production to make North Carolina one of

the most favorable locations for the pickle Industry among the Atlantic

coastal states.

Evaluation of North Carolina as a Location for the Pickle Industry in

Regard to Sources of Materials

The procurement of pickle cucumbers is the most critical material

acquisition task of the pickle industry. Cucumbers are the only material

that Is important to the pickle industry as a location factor because of

the large quantities of them that are needed, their perishable nature,

and the limitation of their production by their large harvest labor

requirement. The large pickle cucumber production of North Carolina Is,

therefore, a factor giving the state an advantage Fn regal'd to sources

of materials as a location for the pickle industry. The relatively low

production per grov/er of pickle cucumbers in North 'Caroliina makes their

acquisition more costly than In areas of more concentrated product!on.

However, the low yield in North Carolina reduces little the location

I ^
I
í

I
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«íjvontage for the pickle industry that the larga pickle cucumber proJijctiQ^^

çivas the state.
fy.Tluation of North Carolina as a Location for the Pickle Industry In

a.ioard to Labor Conditions

Adequate labor is available in North Carolina for the pickle Industry
Srinerles and pickle factories require mostly unskilled labor, which

is abundant in North Carolina. The average wage rates in pickle facturles

sftd brinerles in the souther» states are lower than in other parts of

United States. North Carolina probably has, therefore, a relative

advantage over areas outside of the southern states in regard to labor

costs for the pickle industry.

Evaluation of North Carolina as a Location for the Pickle Industry in

Regard to Markets

North Carolina does not have any metropol i tail» area so large that

it could serve as the sole market for the pickle production of the stato.

(forth Carolina pickle factories are at a definite disadvantage to pickle

factories In the populous northeastern United States In regard to that

earket area, because of the greater transportation costs that must be

paid by the North Carolina factor<es to send picklee Into that market.

However, eastern North Carolina Is within 500 to 65O miles of most or

all of the northeastern area of dense population. Raleigh, for exatTpIfe^
Is approximately 490 miles from New York City. Good highways connect

H.^rth Carolina with northeastern states. The location of North Carolir.jj

allows marketing of pickles from the state in the northeastern United

States. This is definitely shown by the extension of the. primary marker

area of the -Korih Carolina pickle factories to New York.
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Thtí North Carolina location of pickle factories permits marketing

( pickles in a large part of the southeastern United States as well

.j in the Northeast. Raleigh is about 500 miles from Jacksonville,

îbrida, 425 miles from Atlanta, and 450 miles from Chattanooga. North

Carolina can be considered, therefore, as having e compromise location

i;r the pickle industry in regard to markets. The state is not ideally

treated to serve the northeastern market, but it is well located to sell

its pickles in both the southeastern and the northeastern United States.

The advantages of North Carolina as a location for the pickle industry

in regard to markets will increase, therefore, as highway facilities

are improved.

C. PROBLEM OF THE LARGE LABOR REQUIREMENT

OF THE PICKLE CUCUMBER HARVEST

The harvest labor requirement of pickle cucumbers is the most Important

problem of the pickle industry today.* The big labor requirement of the

pickle cucumber harvest limits the acreage of cucumbers grown and makes

the assembly of the cucumbers expensive for the pickle industry of North

Carolina. The problem of the big labor requirement of the cucumber

harvest has different significances for the agricultural economy and

for the pickle industry. Pickle cucumbers provided only .2 per cent of

the North Carolina farm marketing income in 1362, while they are the
-

~ „„„

W. R. Moore, Secretary-Treasurer, Pickle Packers International,
Personal Communication (July 7» 1364).

2

Computed from: United States Department of Agriculture-North Carolina
Department of Agriculture, North Carolina Agricultural Statistics (1363).
Cover; and United States Department of Agriculture, Veootables-Processinq
(Í963). p, 21. ... •• • • -



.j/.Tkiry material used in the pickle industry.
The harvest labor requirement of cucumbers has prevented individual

.'wjrs from growing acreages largo enough to bo economically significant

W'Cfluss the labor necessary for harvesting larger acreages has not been
*..:iable. Yields from pickle cucumbers ore not as high as possible

xcouse their relative lack of importance for the growers results in

giving the cucumbers less care than the more important crops. The

yoduction of pickle cucumbers per grower is low because of the small

icrcage per grower and the low yield per acre.

The low volume of production of pickle cucumbers per grov,/er results

in high costs for the assembly of the cucumbers by the pickle industry.

The cost of assembling the raw products necessary to support
the operation of a processing plant is influenced by the density and
volume of production. Low raw product assembly costs are usually
associated with high density and large volume per production unit.
Low density can be partially offset by large volume producers and, in
some cases, small volume producers can be partially offset by high
dens i ty,-^
The big harvest labor requirement of pickle cucumbers is, therefore, an

important problem of the North Carolina pickle industry because of the

resulting high costs of assembling the cucumbers. The small volume of ^

production per grower of pickle cucumbers in North Carolina is partially

offset by the relatively high density of growers in the areas of the

greatest concentrations of production, especially in Pitt, Robeson,

Sompson, and V/arren Counties.
- -

T. Everette Nichols, Jr., "Plant Requirements", Tarheel Farm
(July, 1954), p. 3.
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The small acreages and low productions per grower of pickle

cucumbers cause high assembling costs for the pickle industry by

necessitating a great number of receiving stations distributed over

owide area. The collecting stations are less efficient (have higher

r.osts) than they would be if each one handled a greater volume of

cucumbers. The wide distribution of the receiving stations causes

greater costs for transporting the cucumbers from them to the brineries

and factories.

The harvest labor problem of pickle cucumbers In North Carolina

could be ameliorated by some method of providing the necessary labor for

concentrated production or by some way of reducing the labor requirement

by mechinization of the harvest in order to permit concentrated production

with less labor. Tbs necessary labor for-a high density of growers with

a high voltima production of pickle cucumbers could be provided by the

migrant farm laborers who migrate yearly from Florida to the northern

states. This practice has begun in Perquimans County.

A mechanical harvester that permits reasonable ylel'ds would be the

definitive solution to the problem of obtaining maximum concentration of

production of pickle cucumbers. Intensive work is being done on the

development of a mechnaical harvester for pickle cucumbers (Plate 0). The

North Carolina Pickle Producers Association is promoting research in

North Carolina on mechanization of the cucumber harvest. Continuation '

and intensification of developmental work on a mechanical harvester Is

recommended as the best approach to a solution for the pickle cucumber

harvest labor problem.

Harvesting aids for pickle cucumbers provide a semi-mechanI zed
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4

Plate 0. Experimental mechanical harvester
(of the Food Machinery Corporation) for pickle
cucumbers during triel at Faison in June, 1964.

Plate P. Growth of the North Carolina pickle
industry symbolized by expanding warehouse facilities
at the Faison factory.
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method of reducing the needed harvest labor of pickle cucumbers by

increasing the efficiency J the labor. An increase in volume of

production per grower and a greater density jf growers con be realized by

the use of harvesting aids. The use of harvesting aids , in pickle cucumbers

is recommended in areas where the neressarx/ aval labié.

Harvesting cucumbers with the use of harvesting aids heve begun,principally

in the eastern area of production in North Carolina, especially in Pitt

County. Pickle cucumber harvesting aids are manufactured in Bethel

in Pitt County.

D. TRENDS AND PROSPECTS

Growth is the most noticable trend in the North Carolina pickle and

pickle cucumber prijduction (Plate P). The state's recent growth in

pickle manufacture has been due to both factory relocations to within

Worth Carolina and increasing volumes of business done by the North

Carolina pickle companies. The increase in the volume of business

is due to the favorable location of North Carolina for the pickle industry

as woP as the increasing consumption of pickles in the United States.

The grov/th of the pickle cucumber production of North Carolina is

based on increased markets for the cucumbers, increased acreages, and

increased yields per acre. All evidence indicates a continued increase

in production of pickle cucumbers and in the volume of pickles manu-

facturad in Worth Carolina,

The production of pickle cucumbers in North Carolina will become
«

more and more concentrated in the areas of the state that are most

favorable for them. The acreage .>f cucumbers in many counties Is
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Horth Carolina that can be confidently predicted is an increased

^'cmand for North Carolina pickle cucumbers. The threat to the Michigan

fijrvest labor supply has stimulated more intensive work on the development

of a mechanical harvester for pickle cucumbers. The development of such

a machine could be the most important ultimate effect of the Michigan

harvest labor problem on the North Carolina production of pickle

cucumbers.
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ACRES, PRODUCTION, VALUE, AND YIELD OF NORTH CAROLINA PICKLE
CUCUMBERS, 192:) - 1963

Year ACRES
HARV.

PROD.
1000 8U.

VALUE
$1000

1929 500 75 56
1930 500 88 60
1931 1200 180 90
l':^32 1300 120 62
1933 1600 184 70
1934 2500 195 127
1; 35 3200 272 204
1.36 3200 272 190
1937 5670 425 251
1938 4700 338 220
1939 4100 295 206
1940 5130 487 253
1941 7140 643 347
1 ■>42 6900 483 362
1943 5200 4l 1 329
1944 7800 647 589
1945 5000 425 433
1946 6100 809 474
1947 7400 644 1030
1940 6800 490 .907
194:-> 9800 i02 1308
1950 9500 874 1156
1951 12000 1032 1290
1952 11700 878 1229
1953 15300 1329 r/94
1954 16000 1040 l404
1955 13200 1280 1536
1956 1 1000 880 968
1957 16300 1222 1344
1958 18800 1654 1.985
1.959 14800 1228 1474
I960 14600 1402 1472
1.961 14500 1218 1401
1.162 17200 1972 2403
1963 2040n 2042 2622

yield BU. per ACRE

sources: United States Department of Ag
ti sties(1944-1958). United States Department
Process i ng ( 1 S'63) ; and United States Departn’e
Department of Agriculture, North Carolina Agr
and 1963).

150
175
150
92
115
78
85
85
75
72
72
95
90
70
79
83
85
67
86
133
92
92
86
75
87
65
97
80
75
88
83
96
84

1.15
100

jre, Agriculture Sta-
'iculture, Vegetables-
-gricu1ture-North Carolina
/al Statistics(1946
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APPEriDÎX B

UNITED STATES ACREAGE, PRODUCTION, VALUE, AND YIELD OF PICKLE CUCUMBERS
or MAJOR PRODUCING STATES, 1963

STATE ACRES PRODUCTION
t Dr 1
sw;^

VALUE
A « /s A

YIELD 3U.
PER ACRE

Michigan 23900 5676 7329 238
North Carolina 20400 2042 2622 100
V/i scons in 15000 2063 3020 138
Texas 5900 1364 1624 231
Colifornia 3800 1379 2864 521
Virginia 3000 225 345 75
Maryland 2900 604 773 236
Ohio 1500 U-1-Ô 701 234
Colorado 1700 655 817 386
Washington 1500 441 623 294
Indiana 1000 254 262 254
Delaware Ô0C 126 157 211
Other states 29300 3763 5662 129

Total United
States 110960 19720 26899 177

Sourca: United Ststcs Dt"jartraeut of Agriculture, Vegetables-Processing
(1903).
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APPENDIX C

NORTH CAROLINA PICKLE CUCUMBER ACREAGE BY PRODUCING
AREA AND COUNTY, 1963

A n f* A A Mrv
rAi'.t-M rMX’.’

COUNTY
ACP.'^S

NORTHERN AREA
Warren County 3,000
Nash County 950
Halifax County 600
Franklin County 400
Wake County 400
Vance County 325
V/iison County 300
Northern Edgecombe County 225
Northsjijipfcon County 75
Granv!1 le County 60

AREA TOTAL 6,335

EASTERN AREA
Pitt County 2,300
Martin County 600
Bertie County 350
Beaufort County 300
Greene County 300
Perquimans County 300
Craven County 250
Southern Edgecombe County 225
Lenlor County 200

Washington County 75
Chowan County 60
Hyde County 57
Pamlico County 50
Pasquotank County 50
Jones County 50
Gates County 45
Hertford County 10
Onslovv' County 8

AREA. TOTAL 5,230
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

AREA AMD
COUNTY

ACRES

CEMTP-AL AP.EA

Sampson County 3,000
Harnett County 600
Cumberland County 400
Duplin County 325
Wayne County 245
Johnston County 160
Pender County 75
Moore County 50

AREA TOTAL 4,855

SOUTHERN AREA
Roberson County 3,000
Bladen County 312
Brunswick County 175
Anson County 155
Columbus County 135
Scotland County 100
Hoke County 100

AREA TOTAL 3,977

NORTH CAROLINA TOTAL 20.397

Based on estimates by county agricultural agents.



Donald Brooks Cates. THE PICKLE INDUSTRY OF NORTH CAROLINA. (Unâer the
direction of Or. Andrevv D. Perejda) Department of Geography, August, 1963»

The purpose of this study Is to provide a geographic description

of the North Carolina pickle industry and pickle cucumber production

and to determine the location factors of these actiwitiesc Fu'^ther

objectives are to evaluate North Carolina as a location for the pickle

Industry and pickle cucumber production, to determine the problems of

these segments of the economy of the state, and to suggest solutions for

these problems.

North Carolina ranked second in the United States in the acreage

of pickle cucumbers and third in their production in 1963. The state

also has an important pickle industry. The basic location factors of

the pickle cucumber production In North Carolina are the favorable climatic

conditions and soils, the ability to fulfill the large harvest labor

requirement of the crop due to the dense rural-farm population in the

tobacco-growing region of the eastern part of the state, and the strong

market for the cucumbers in the form of the pickle factories of the

state and of other states.

The pickle manufacturing industry of North Carolina exists basically

because of the ability of the state to produce pickle cucumbers and the

favorable location of the state, which enables the marketing of pickles

in the populous northeastern United States as well as In the South,

North Carolina is a favorable location for the pickle industry because of

the production of pickle cucumbers In the state and the proximity of

large populations constituting big markets. North Carolina is a favorable



location for the production of pickle cucumbers because of the favorable

natural conditions, a farm economy In which pickle cucumbers find a

definite role, and the big demand for the pickle cucumbers produced

in the state.

The principal problem in the pickle industry and in the production

of pickle cucumbers in North Carolina Is the large harvest labor require-

ment of the pickle cucumbers, which results in low yield for the farmers

and high cost of cucumber procurement for the pickle companies. The use

of migrant labor and harvesting aids and the undertaking of developmental

work on a mechanical harvester are suggested as ways of ameliorating

or solving the problem of the harvest labor requirement.


